Observers: SDS  
Time: 8:00 a.m.  
Location: SASP  
Air T: 0°C  
Sky: 0  
Precip: 0  
Wind: 2  
Elev: 11.060 ft  
Aspect: E  
Boot Pen: 13 cm  
Notes: 01+02

Snowpack Profile:

Total Snowpack SWE: 529 mm H2O  
HS Norm: 157 m  
Mean ρ: 336 kg/m³

Notes:

new surface facets w/ melt freeze crust  
small df, dent layer 02, melt freeze

D1: faults, ringing, mixed  
small rinds  
6 ft's small rinds

rounded pITH, near moist

Notes: